Molded Frame Screen Replacement Instructions

Tools needed:
- Screen spline roller (included in kit)
- Screen fabric 30” x 30” (included in kit)
- 9 feet of screen spline (included in kit)
- Utility knife

Step 1: Remove the old screen and screen spline from the frame by pushing out from the inside of the door.

Step 2: Move operating glass insert into the closed position.

Step 3: Tape the screen fabric to the glass at the top, about 1” above the meeting rail, to allow it to hang centered over the screen opening with the fabric grids align with the frame. The screen fabric should overlap the screen frame on all sides when complete.

Step 4: Locate the approximate middle of the screen spline length and using the cupped wheel on the screen roller, push the screen fabric with screen spline into the middle of the top screen channel. Roll the screen fabric with screen spline into the entire length of the top channel.

Step 5: Roll the screen spline and screen fabric into the screen channel along the left-hand side.

Step 6: Roll the screen spline and screen fabric into the screen channel along the right-hand side while pulling slightly on the lower corner of the screen fabric to prevent wrinkles.

Step 7: Roll the screen spline and screen into the screen channel along bottom.

Step 8: Carefully cut the screen spline and push the ends into the screen channel anywhere along the bottom screen channel.

Step 9: Carefully trim the screen fabric using a utility knife and running it along the outside edge of the screen channel.